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ON THE LEBEDEV-MILIN INEQUALITY1

MISHAEI. ZEDEK

Abstract. A generalization is given of an inequality of

Lebedev-Milin involving the coefficients of a power series / and

those of exp(/). It is proved that the exponential function can be

replaced by certain functions belonging to the family of functions

whose Taylor expansions at the origin have nonnegative coefficients.

In 1965 Lebedev and Milin [3] introduced a simple inequality which

proved extremely useful in geometric function theory. We mention only

three results where their inequality was used: (a) Milin [4] proved for

/(z)=z+2£=2 tf„z" 6 S (.S' the class of normalized univalent functions in

|z|<l) that \an\<( 1.243)«. (b) Il'ina [2] proved for feS that | |an+1| -

|ûn| ¡<4.26. (c) Aharonov [1] and Nehari [5] proved for F(z)=

2n=j bnzn e B.E. (B.E. the Bieberbach-Eilenberg class of functions F(z)

regular in ¡z|<l and F(z)F(0^l for any \z\, |£|<1) that ¡£?-i |*J»il.
We will give here a generalization of their inequality using the same

method of proof as in [3].

Theorem.    Suppose   that   g(i)==l + Sfc^i/'*'*>   0^pk,   converges for

\t\<R, 0</?< oo, and that the transformed inverse function g-1(l/(i — s))=

2*li ?*** nas positive coefficients. Let {Ak}HLx be an arbitrary sequence of

complex numbers satisfying T^ \Ak["fqk<R. Then from

(D g(î-V~*) =ÏDkzk

follows

(2) Il Atl^giS 1-4*17$*)'

with  equality  if and only  if Ak=qkpkr¡k,   where  05=p<[l —l/g(/J)]1/z

and |í?| = 1.
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Proof.    Denoting ak—\Ak\\qk we set

(00 \ CO

Iakqkzk) =2V

and

A%lqA =2Qz*.

Since Oi%pk, we have \Dk\t%Bk. Comparing coefficients,

B0 = 1, B2 = Pií2íJ2 + p2qla\,

Bx = Piiifli.        &3 = Pliais + 2piq1q2a1a2 + p3q\a\,

and in general Bk=~Ztt<xt¡_kUf¡,k where aAii are nonnegative coefficients

depending on p{ and qt (i= 1, • • • , k) and Ußjc are products of powers of

ai (/=1, • • • , k) of degree k. Clearly, Ct=2u &n,kCl\.k- Also, if we set all
SibI, we get

g(tiA = g(g-\m - *)» = Î =* = S 2 a^*
\t=i / *-0 k=0    ll

and hence 2M <*(«.*= 1 f°r k— 1, 2, ■ • • .
By Cauchy's inequality

bI = fcK*)1/2(K.*)1/2cv*))~ £2**.*-2«>.*vU = c*
t u > p p

and so SE« ¡Z\|2< 2?=o52^2"=o C\-=áK2?=i 14*1*/?*) which proves (2).
The conditions for equality are easily verified by observing that we must

have Ull_k=ck and recursively U)ltk=pk (p = c1). Hence \Ak\=qkak=qkpk

and finally \Dk\=Bk implies Ak=qkpkr\k where |??| = 1.

Note that the special case pk=\\k\ and qk= 1 ¡k gives the classic Lebedev-

Milin inequality:

(3) exp J Akzk = J D*zk

implies

(4) J|I\|2<exp|>ky2-
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